Giver of Life

D       A            G
Come if you’re hungry when you’re full of emptiness
Bm      A\(^2\)          G
The food I give will strengthen and protect
D          A\(^2\)            G            D
Come when your suffering come through your pain
Bm       A                    G
Come though the doubts still remain

G                  D/F\(^\#\)              E\(^m\)            A
Come in from the shadows, the place you try to hide
G               D/F\(^\#\)                 A\(^{sus}\)
Come receive your freedom, let grace and love provide

G              D/F\(^\#\)              Bm            A
Giver of life . . . . . .  Giver of life
G               D/F\(^\#\)              E\(^m\)            A
Giver of life . . .     I will give you life

D       A            G
Come if you’re thirsty   when the world has left you dry
Bm       A                    G
Only living water satisfies
D          A\(^2\)            G            D
Come in your weakness, come with your grief
Bm       A                    G
There’s strength and comfort for your time of need

G                  D/F\(^\#\)              E\(^m\)            A
When sin changed Eve & Adam   decay and death began
G               D/F\(^\#\)                 A\(^{sus}\)         A
Still I long to bless you,   to breathe on you again   Giver of life . . .

E\(^m\)              D/F\(^\#\)          A            D
I am the resurrection   I am the life
E\(^m\)             D/F\(^\#\)             G            A
All who believe in me   will never die
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